of many a brave man in the presence of a superior. So our own lips feared the face of man than we. So our own hesitated lift in speaking bold truths to arousing our own opinions. His courage was equally yayın and active, and he was prepared to make any sacrifice that a regard to strict morality or regal duty could enjoined.
Nor were the effects of thirty years' labor and years to be felt by his own generation alone. The civilized world in all coming time will feel the power of his mighty influence and witness the revolutions of his wondrous kingdom. He laid the foundation of all human discipline. From the origin of his touch the world received a fresh impetus in the cause of manliness. Nothing has since checked its progress. It is still marching on with an accelerated speed toward the consummation of universal love and good will.

Nature on thy maternal breast,
To thee be his name engraven.
To all the lands echo the war
That smoothed the Prisoner's wrongs.
Sad Philip's quivering cheek in earth
Dyed in the vales with every sail unfurled.
A friend to every climate! A Patriot of the world!